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We thank the referee 1 for a comprehensive review of our manuscript. The referee
comments were valuable and we believe that addressing the issues raised by the referee has considerably improved our manuscript.
Comment 1, Abstract: At 496 words the abstract is not optimized to capture the interested reader. I would suggest to reduce the abstract to 300 words to more efficiently
convey the main findings.
Answer 1: We agree with the reviewer and reduced the abstract to 336 words as folC1

lows:
“Abstract. Organic aerosols (OA) derived from small-scale wood combustion emissions are not well represented by current emissions inventories and models, although
they contribute substantially to the atmospheric particulate matter (PM) levels. In this
work, a 29 m3 smog chamber in the ILMARI facility of the University of Eastern Finland
was utilized to investigate the formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from a
small-scale modern masonry heater commonly used in northern Europe. Emissions
were oxidatively aged in the smog chamber for a variety of dark (i.e., O3 and NO3) and
UV (i.e., OH) conditions, with OH concentration levels of (0.5–5)×106 molecules cm-3,
achieving equivalent atmospheric aging of up to 18 hours. An aerosol mass spectrometer characterized the direct OA emissions and the SOA formed from the combustion
of three wood species (birch, beech and spruce) using two ignition processes (fast
ignition with a VOC-to-NOx ratio of 3 and slow ignition with a ratio of 5). Dark and
UV aging increased the SOA mass fraction with average SOA productions 2.1 times
the initial OA mass loadings. SOA enhancement was found to be higher for the slow
ignition compared with fast ignition conditions. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) was
used to separate SOA, POA, and their subgroups from the total OA mass spectra. PMF
analysis identified two POA and three SOA factors that correlated with the three major
oxidizers: ozone, the nitrate radical and the OH radical. Organonitrates (ON) were observed to be emitted directly from the wood combustion and during oxidation via NO3
radicals (dark aging), suggesting small-scale wood combustion may be a significant
ON source. POA was oxidized after the ozone addition, forming aged POA, and after
7 h of aging, more than 75% of the original POA was transformed. This process may
involve evaporation and homogeneous gas-phase oxidation as well as heterogeneous
oxidation of particulate organic matter. The results generally prove that logwood burning emissions are subject of intensive chemical processing in the atmosphere, and the
time scale for these transformations is relatively short, i.e., hours.”
Comment 2: P4:R28-: The authors chose to investigate cold start (kindling) emissions
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using a very dry fuel. Since this a very important study the reader needs to know
about the generalizability of the chosen combustion variables. How would the findings
transform to fuel addition on glowing embers (as I would suspect is more representative
for ambient biomass PM) and fuel with higher moisture content?
Answer 2: Generally, the emission concentrations and characteristics from residential
wood combustion (RWC) vary remarkably. Various combustion technologies (boilers,
stoves, open fireplaces etc.) and fuels (wood logs, pellets, different species etc.) are
used, which all generate different specific particulate and gaseous emissions. In addition, operational practices have large effects on the emissions and fine particle properties. The chosen case in this study reflects typical combustion conditions in the chosen
appliance type. However, generalization of these results to all kinds of combustion
cases is not possible. Combustion of a single wood batch includes cold start (this occurs in all RWC cases) and also different phases (ignition, flaming combustion, char
burning). Our experiments included all three phases and can therefore be regarded as
representative although it cannot be generalized for all types of wood-log combustion
emissions. The ignition of a new wood log batch during addition of fuel on glowing embers is lacking, as was pointed out by the reviewer. Also the emissions caused by this
type of ignition vary widely, depending, e.g., on the temperature of the stove as was
shown by by Leskinen et al. 2014. Effects of fuel moisture content on emissions is very
complex. Ignition of wet wood is not typically successful and produces high emissions.
However, wet fuel can even lower emissions, e.g., in cases of too fast gasification of
fuel (e.g. due to hot firebox in masonry heater after the combustion of several batches).
In this case, dry wood fuel was chosen because it is generally recommended to use,
it is of commercial quality, and it gives more reproducible results when the repetition
of tests are performed. We have added some clarifications in the lines 29-31 (page 4)
and 1-6 (page 5) to give the reader information on the generalizability of the chosen
combustion variables as follows. “In each experiment, 2.5 kg of wood logs (spruce
[Picea abies], birch [Betula pubescens] and beech [Fagus sylvatica]) were burned with
combustion initiated from ‘cold start’, i.e., the firebox was at room temperature. Each
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combustion experiment included the ignition, flaming combustion and residual char
burning phases. Ten logs (∼235 g each) were laid crosswise with 150 g of smaller
wood pieces as kindling on top. The combustion was initiated by igniting a batch of
wood sticks, serving as kindlings, on top of the wood batch. Low pressure in the stack
was adjusted with a flue gas fan and dampers to 12.0 ± 0.5 Pa below ambient pressure. The moisture contents of the wood logs were 7.2 %, 7.4 % and 9.0 %, for birch,
spruce and beech, respectively (See Reda et al. 2015 for details), which agrees with
a kiln dried commercial wood log quality. The ignition of the wood batch was carried
out in two different ways: 1) smaller kindling size resulted in faster ignition of the main
batch and 2) larger kindling size (double) resulted in slower ignition of the main batch
(Table 1). The mass of kindling was 150 g / ignition. The gaseous emissions from the
raw exhaust 5 gas were measured online with a multicomponent FTIR analyzer (Gasmet Technologies Inc.), including CO2, CO, NO, NO2, CH4 and 15 typical hydrocarbon
compounds (Table S1, Figs. S1 and S2) for wood combustion emissions. In addition,
the analyzer was equipped with an O2 sensor.
Comment 3: For example P6R4: The authors make several notes about the relevance
for Chinese conditions. I agree biomass combustion emissions are very important for
air quality in China. However, for the logic to make sense please comment in the paper
if the chosen combustion system (and fuels) are of relevance for Chinese biomass
combustion emissions. Answer 3: The reviewer is correct that the studied logwood
source is untypical for Chinese conditions. The main point was to explain that there
are significant differences in atmospheric chemistry between polluted and non-polluted
areas. We modified the line 30 (page 15) and line 1 (page 16) on as follows:
“These are prevalent, e.g., in the commonly observed haze pollution events in Megacities, whose features are very different from those reported for non-polluted aerosol
systems in the atmosphere.” Comment 4: P6R30: Dual or Tungsten vaporizer? Which
was used in the presented results beyond the rBC data? Please state. Please check
that the 60 s is enough to get a stable signal without being sensitive to transients
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when laser goes on-off. Was there any transients observed or were the results “perfect
square waves”?
Answer 4: Thank you for catching this! This is a very important point. The SP-AMS
was operated by alternating the laser vaporizer on and off every minute, while always
running the heated tungsten vaporizer. To ensure that turning the laser vaporizer on
and off did not affect the tuning or the ion signals derived from the tungsten vaporizer
(by striking and heating elements in the ion formation chamber), the filament emission
was carefully watched and showed little to no variation during operating. The laser
light intensity (monitored with a CCD camera) showed that the laser intensity was stable within a few seconds of being turned on. Minor transients were observed in the
closed (i.e., background with particle beam blocked), but these do not affect the difference measurements. Given the uncertainties in the laser vaporizer CE values (Willis et
al., 2014), the observed differences in the ion signals (specifically increased CO+ and
CO2+ signals compared with the tungsten vaporizer) (Canagaratna et al., 2015), and
the observation of refractory PM signals (Onasch et al., 2012), we have chosen to use
the dual vaporizer mode to quantify and discuss the rBC (and potassium) measurements, whereas all other species (Org, NO3, SO4, NH4, Chl) and associated analyses
(i.e., O:C, PMF, etc.) were done using the standard tungsten vaporizer results. To make
this clear in the manuscript, we have added the following text: Added to the paragraph
at the end of Section 2.2 Measurements of particles and their chemical composition
in the chamber “The SP-AMS dual vaporizer mode was used to characterize the rBC
(and potassium) mass loadings and chemical signatures; all other particulate chemical
species (Org, NO3, SO4, NH4, and Chl), specifically including all analyses of OA and
SOA, were done using the standard tungsten vaporizer measurements.”
Comment 5: P7R8: As I understand it a reduced CE (0.6) was needed compared
to the mIE calibration with Regal Black (RB). Thus the sensitivity of the SP-AMS to
biomass rBC was lower than for RB. Note that this is opposite to the results by Willis
et al. (2014) who found that the sensitivity increased upon coating RB. I do not argue
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against the CE of 0.6 for biomass compared to RB, it is similar to published data for
wood stoves (Martinsson et al. 2015). However, it should be motivated based on
the TEOM comparison or biomass data in literature and not based on the Willis et al.
reference
Answer 5: The reviewer is correct that the Willis et al. (2014) reference is not the
source of the CE value. Sorry for the confusion. The SP-AMS collection efficiency
(CE) for rBC mass loadings of 0.6 is based on a direct comparison to elemental carbon (EC) concentrations analyzed from filter samples (20 min) during the stabilization
phase of the experiments (i.e., before oxidation). The measured CE’s for all experiments were consistent (< 5% difference). Elemental carbon concentrations were analyzed from filter samples by a thermal-optical method. TEOM comparison results are
presented in Table 2 (PM/Total) where PM is TEOM concentration and Total is sum
of AMS masses. To make this clearer in the text, we modified the wording in the final paragraph in section 2.2. “The aerosol mass concentrations were also corrected
for the particle collection efficiency (CE). The CE values can be smaller than 1 because of losses in the aerodynamic inlet or on the vaporizer (tungsten) or increasing
divergence in the particle beam (laser vaporizer). Collection efficiencies (CEs) of 0.5
and 0.6 for tungsten (Canagaratna et al., 2007) and the laser vaporizer (Willis et al.,
2014), respectively, were applied in the concentration calculations. The laser vaporizer CE (0.6) was determined via direct comparison with off-line elemental carbon (EC)
concentrations analyzed from filter samples (20 min) during the stabilization phase of
the experiments (i.e., before oxidation). The SP-AMS dual vaporizer mode was used to
characterize the rBC (and potassium) mass loadings and chemical signatures; all other
particulate chemical species (Org, NO3, SO4, NH4, and Chl), specifically including all
analyses of OA and SOA, were done using the standard tungsten vaporizer measurements. Therefore, all particulate measurements (other than rBC and K) represent the
standard AMS operationally defined nonrefractory portion of these chemical species
(Jimenez et al., 2003). These CEs were verified by comparisons with Tapered Element
Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM, Thermo Scientific, model 1405) total PM1 mass. Any
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uncertainties associated with the CEs may affect the absolute concentrations of the
measured species and the relative OM-to-rBC ratios, although they are less likely to
affect the SOA formation ratios, which are discussed later.” Comment 6: P7R21: So
the CE of rBC did not change much upon aging? Please clearly state if this is correct
or not. I assume it makes sense since the rBC particles are only thinly coated by aging.
Answer 6: The SP-AMS CE for rBC mass loadings, as determined by comparisons with
off-line elemental carbon measurements (thermal optical technique), was observed to
increase slightly during aging, due to coating of the rBC with SOA (Willis et al., 2014),
and were corrected in the data-analyses. The maximum correction due to the observed
CE increase was 15%. With the modified wording to comment 5 above, the answer
to comment 6 should be clear in the text (section 2.3 Data analysis). Comment 7:
P9R16: It is very good that it is pointed out that the SP-AMS measurement of K is
highly uncertain. However, also the quantification of Cl and SO4 requires caution as
their chemical state is quite different from ambient observations. Their quantification
from SP-AMS data is new for me in biomass combustion emissions. Please add to the
methods section how this was done (vaporizer mode, CE, RIE etc). As is stated K salts
may be present as external mixtures. If so what would make the rBC free particles
vaporize in the W and dual vaporization modes respectively, given their absorption
cross sections and vapor pressures? Was there any filter samples to validate the new
method to quantify Chl and SO4 in biomass combustion data?
Answer 7: As now, hopefully made clearer in our answer to comment 4, all chemical
species other than rBC and K were obtained from the standard vaporizer measurements. Thus, our measurements of the inorganic particulate chemical species (NO3,
SO4, NH4, and Chl) relate only to the operationally defined non-refractory portion of
these species. In particular, the NO3 shown related to organonitrates (ON) in section
3.4.3. To make this clearer in the text, we have added the following wording into the
final paragraph in section 2.2:
“Therefore, all particulate measurements (other than rBC and K) represent the stanC7

dard AMS operationally defined nonrefractory portion of these chemical species
(Jimenez et al., 2003).”
Comment 8: Figure 2: The small and capital letters a, b, c risks the leader will find it
hard to quickly understand the figure. Please change the denotation for the different
stages of each experiment to something that is more helpful to the reader.
Answer 8: We agree with the reviewer that letters A, B and C are not ideal for understanding different phases during aging so we have changed to the following: S for
stabilization, D for dark aging and U for UV aging in Fig 2. Comment 9: Figure 2b: If
the SO4 increase after HONO addition is most likely an artefact then this should be
mentioned in the figure caption. However, it is very good that it is mentioned and not
sorted away as may sometimes be the case.
Answer 9: The SO4 mass increase after/during HONO addition was an artefact and
was caused because a small amount (from 1.5 ppb to 2.5 ppb) of SO2 ended up in the
chamber together with the HONO addition. We added text “The SO4 mass increase in
Fig 2b was mainly an artefact caused by SO2 which ended up in the chamber together
with the HONO addition.” in figure 2 caption.
Comment 10: Table 4: double legend, please remove Answer 10: Double legend was
removed in Table 4. Comment 11: Table 4: double legend, please remove Comment
11: Table 4: It is very good the age is calculated for OH exposure. Could relevant
numbers be derived also for the dark aging?
Answer 11: OH exposures are already calculated in Table 4 for experiments 2B and
3B. D9-butanol concentration didn’t decrease during aging in experiment 1B so OH
exposure was not possible to calculate. Text “<DL” added for experiment 1B in Table 4
(Dark aging). Comment 12: P10R26: If ozone was added in the “UV-only” experiments,
could you then conclude that OH chemistry and not O3 chemistry is responsible for the
SOA formation in this case?
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Answer 12: In UV-only experiments the SOA formation is caused by both of these
effects. To elucidate the role of different aging reactions, PMF was carried out (Figure 5). Based on PMF calculations OH-radical driven reactions (Figure 5: SOA3) are
dominating reactions. In fast ignition case (4B) (low VOC to NOX ratio and alkene
concentration) effect of ozone chemistry was low.
Comment 13: P11R5: Was the laser vaporizer engaged when calculating the elemental
ratios? Please describe in the text. This is critical since the laser may produce a
relatively strong CO2+ signal which have been hypothesized to origin from surface
oxides on the soot (Corbin et al. 2015). It is not clear to me if this signal should be
attributed to the rBC core or the OA coating. Thus, one may speculate that the O:C
would be significantly higher for dual vaporisers than W-vaporiser. Please comment in
the text the O:C for fresh emissions with dual and W vaporizer, respectively.
Answer 13: As noted in comment 4 above, we agree with the reviewer about the confusion here and hope that our answers to the above comments have address this issue.
The elemental ratios were calculated from the standard tungsten vaporizer data (i.e.,
laser vaporizer was off) to avoid these issues. While comparisons of the two vaporizer
modes (dual and tungsten) are of interest and we spent time investigating these, we
decided to not focus on this topic in the current paper.
Comment 14: Figure 5: Please change the names of the POA and SOA factors to
represent what they are tracing, it would make it much easier to convey the messages
to the reader. Add info about fast and slow ignition to the figure, this is currently missing.
Answer 14: The names of the POA factors in Figure 5 are changed to POA1: biomass
burning OA (including PAH), POA2: hydrocarbon-like OA and the names of the SOA
factors are changed to SOA1: formation by ozonolysis, SOA2. formation by NO3/RO2
(secondary organonitrates), SO3-formation by OH radical to represent their origin as
referee suggested. Information about fast and slow ignition is added to figure caption
as followed
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Comment 15: P14R2: Yes possibly toluene, but Xylenes commonly have a much higher
f43/f44 ratio than found here. What about Naphthalene? Another group of important
SOA-precursors are phenols. Please comment about their potential contribution to the
different factors based on their reactivity towards different oxidants. An important paper
on the precursors responsible for SOA formation was recently published by Bruns et al.
(2016). Please add this reference and compare your conclusions with their findings.
Answer 15: We thank for the relevant comment. The new article by Bruns et al.
(2016) was considered and based on this study some of the potential compounds were
named. Phenols / methoxyphenols are known to be very abundant in wood combustion smoke and potential important SOA precursors. We modified the line 1-4 (page
14) and line 1 (page 16) on as follows:
“The potential precursors for this factor are likely aromatic compounds, which have typically slow reaction rates in the presence of ozone. These may include for example
toluene, naphthalene, benzene and benzaldehyde which were recently identified as
some of the major SOA precursors for a wood stove (Bruns et al., 2016). This conclusion is in agreement with the clearly higher SOA3 mass in the slow ignition case, which
contained higher amounts of aromatic compounds in the primary emissions, than in
the fast ignition case (Fig. S2).”
Comment 16: Figure 6: It would be important to include the rBC emission factors in
this figure (on a separate axis) so it becomes clear for the reader that these aerosols
are always rBC dominated.
Answer 16: rBC emissions were added in figure 6 (below) as referee suggested.
Comment 17:P14R9: POA seems to contain very low PAH contribution, why would
then PAH degradation by UV be a major course of the reduction of this factor with UV?
Answer 17: We fully agree with the question raised by the reviewer. PAH concentrations
were low because of efficient burning conditions, so PAH degradation did not dominate
the decreasing of POA1 factor when UV light were switched on (Figure S5). It is likely
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that a combination of transformation of several compounds as well as partitioning of
semi-volatile organic compounds between the vapor and condensed phases caused
the observed reduction of this factor. We modified the lines 9-16 (page 14) as follows:
“Both POA1 (BBOA factor including PAH) and POA2 (HOA factor) were higher during the slow ignition than the fast ignition experiments. POA1 decreased mainly after
the UV lights were switched on while POA2 was found to decline also via dark aging.
The decrease of primary organic matter upon aging can be induced by partitioning of
semi-volatile compounds combined with chemical reactions both in vapor and particulate phases. The PAH compounds (Dzepina et al., 2007) included in the POA1 were
observed in low concentrations. Total PAH ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 ïA˛ g m-3 (Fig. S5)
which is about 1 % of total OA.
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Figure 5: Evolution of OA during aging based on PMF calculations: (a) Exp. 1B (fast ignition), (b) Exp. 3B (fast ignition),
(c) Exp. 4B (fast ignition), (d) Exp. 2B (slow ignition), and (e) Exp. 5B (slow ignition). The stabilization phase is marked
as S, dark aging as D, UV aging as UV, and the HONO addition as H in the upper panel.

Fig. 1.
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Figure 6: Aged and non-aged POA emission together with SOA at the end of dark (A) and UV
aging (B) periods based on PMF calculations (Exp. 1B-5B) as well as (b) refractory black
carbon (rBC) emission.

Fig. 2.
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